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THE HIGHLY ANTICIPATED FINAL INSTALLMENT OF THE SMASH-HIT PHENOMENON FROM

#1 BESTSELLING AUTHOR SUMMER LANE!This is it.Cassidy Hart and her comrades have

returned to their home: California, the final battlefield in the fight against the global terror, Omega.

Commander Chris Young is in critical condition, the United States Navy has acquired new weapons,

and the militias have just made a discovery that could change everything.Faced with tragedy,

heartbreak, and destruction, Cassidy is tempted to give up.But she is a fighter. Defeat is not in her

blood.When confronted with the possibility of resurrecting the leadership of the United States of

America, she will do anything to make the dream of stability a reality. She and Lieutenant Uriah

True, along with the legendary strike team, the Angels of Death, undertake a dangerous and

outrageous mission, unlike anything they have ever attempted. They will find themselves in the very

epicenter of Omegaâ€™s stronghold.Yet doubt remains. No one can be trusted in this dark new

world, and their hope may not be as black and white as it seems. Disappointment and rejection

cloud Cassidyâ€™s judgment.Friends will be lost. Tears will be shed. Sacrifices beyond the

imagination will be made. The grim reality and bitter destruction of war will inflict one final sucker

punch. The militias desperately attempt to hold their ground, and the Freedom Fighters will do

everything they can to destroy the greatest evil this world has ever known. The apocalypse has

taken everything from Cassidy, but she will not stop until her heart ceases to beat, and until there is

no breath left in her body.She holds onto hope â€“ hope of a future, hope of victory, and hope of

love.There is no going back. It all ends here.Are you prepared?
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So yeah. I cried so much reading this book...tears of sorrow and joy and grief and happiness and

disappointment and hope. So freaking many tears.I love this series. I have since I found it last year.

I have gotten to know and love these characters through 10 books and each loss is painful in its

own way, but losing characters in this book...this last book...hurt so much more than characters lost

in books 1 and 2.There are so many sleights of hand, and so many deceptions and lies in this book

that you literally get to a point where you don't believe ANYTHING or anyone, right along with

Cassidy and her people. You can't trust your own eyes because they may be deceiving you. And

people you thought you could trust, you can't.So without giving away anything, this book is a literal

roller coaster of emotions. You will feel EVERYTHING while reading this book. The end left me

feeling relief and sadness all at the same time. And despite the fact that parts of this book left me so

weepy that I had to stop reading (I don't often do that...), I feel like everything about it turned out

exactly the way it was supposed to.I am grateful to Summer Lane for these books and these

characters, who have come to feel like friends. It takes a phenomenal author to craft characters who

feel so completely real and to make you, as a reader, feel everything they feel and hope for their

lives to turn out exactly as they should.

This was such a superb completion of the Collapse series. Nothing was left undone and it leaves

you with a feeling of accomplishment because the characters that we've identified through all 10

books with accomplished so much. As with all Summer's books (and I've read all of them in this

genre to date), this one has excellent detail and it sucks you in from page one and doesn't let you

go until the back cover. This is one fine author and if you read any of her books, you will

undoubtedly come away with the treasure that she has put on paper. She is simply gifted and a truly

amazing author.



I can't say enough good things about this author and this series.In my opinion this is a book the

younger generation needs to read for they do not understand what a gift so many people suffered

And died so they could be free.It is really sad that they take they're FREEDOM for granted.Yes I am

an old person, 61 YRS old.I have witnessed many wars and destruction and understand what

FREEDOM means.But I have HOPE. That is what my generation lives by.This series of books need

to be REQUIRED READING.

I loved this series, this is possibly one of my most favorite series I have ever read. She wrapped this

series up nicely but not too nice... There are still some loose ends... I think that the most notable

thing here is that Cassidy never gave up hope... ever... that is what kept her going and that is what

made her the best possible heroine she could be... I think that this is one of those series everyone

should read.... I love Summer Lane and her writing skills. I am sad that it had to end.

She's back with a bang up series finale! Ah, yes, enough action to slake the soul, a little romance

from an expected, yet, unexpected direction, a little bit of, "by golly, that's a nice twist," and a little

Bravo. Collapse Series books 7, 8, and 9 were a little shy from her best work. She's back. Her best

yet.

I really thought we were going to figure out that she had died. The way the book ends with 2

impossible events, with the same back story, and the 1 event I saw commuting, it's just

disappointing. I love a happily ever after but come on! Really! If you've read all the other books you

might as well read this one but be aware. You too may hate how it's "wrapped up".

I love the Characters and the plot. I admit I'm sorry to see the end of this series. But every ending

creates a new beginning. I look forward to your Omega story when you release it

I loved this book so much, I don't want it to end! LOVE the little twist of my emotions!! I just don't

want to give it away for some who haven't read it!! BRAVO!! Summer!!! Looking forward to some

more of your books!!!
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